
Dolomiti Paganella Case Study

Dolomiti Paganella
Dolomiti Paganella is a stunning mountain resort area situated
in Trentino Alto Adige, Italy's northernmost region, bordering
Austria and Switzerland.
Dolomiti Paganella is located right at the feet of the Brenta
Dolomites which are part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Dolomiti Paganella's New Master Plan

In the last 4 years Dolomiti Paganella's DMO has witnessed a
complete restructuring, due to director Luca D'Angelo's
masterplan.

Dolomiti Paganella's new master plan was to shift their focus
as a DMO from promoting the destination into developing
and managing products and experiences.

Dolomiti Paganella's New Strategy

1. Focus on Specific Products:
To be competitive in the market, Dolomiti Paganella had to
focus on few specific products.

2. Strong Colloboration:
Dolomiti Paganella's new strategy meant that Dolomiti
Paganella was able to collobrate with key stake holders to
create experiences and products

3. Shifting the role of the DMO:
Dolomiti Paganella shifted their focus from promoting the
destination to developing products around which the
promotion is created.

4. Changing the Structure of the DMO
Dolomiti Paganella's internal structure had to change
following the new product development approach.
Departments were restructured and divided by the four
clusters to have more people specialised in each product.

"Understand what is your focus, As a DMO you can make the
difference to the tourism products. It's not about sales or booking,
you can work on the quality of the experience.
Experience design is where the local DMO can make the difference."

-Luca D'Angelo, Director of Dolomiti Paganella

Dolomiti Paganellla's 4 key products:
1. Bike Product

2. Hiking Product

3. Climbing

4. Family

The Bike Product

Bike trails where designed for old school down hill racers,
with very difficult trails for advanced cyclists.

New flow trails have been developed for beginners and
families, making mountain bike more acessible to everyone.

           2 new flow trails for beginners in Molveno,
           2 new trails with medium difficulty in Andalo.

Thanks to the partnership with cable car and lift companies, a
Bike Pass was developed:

��
- Summer alternative to a ski pass,

- Ticket that gives the possibility to use up to 8 lifts that
belong to 3 different societies with just one pass.

- Allows visitors to ride all the trails in the area.

- Bike trail maps, tool stations, e-bike charging stations and
more than 400 trail signs were created..

Developing New Bike Trails to Reach New Demographics

Developing A Bike Pass....

Success of the Bike Product....

Technology enabling product and
experience development

In order to create common efforts to develop new products
and experiences, a new platform was created for the
stakeholders.
This platform is managed and coordinated by the tourism
board.

Creating a New Platform....

A 5 Year Agreement....
Through a 5-year agreement lift companies, technical trail
building companies, infrastructures, as well as the local
municipality who owns the area, are able to build and sell
experiences that are then promoted by Dolomiti
Paganella's DMO.

Working together to benefit everyone...
The platform emerged from the need to help all the
companies involved tell the story of the great products they
offer.
The platform also allows Dolomiti Paganella to offer great
experiences to visitors from one hub, and fosters the idea of
Dolomiti Paganella as a go to destination for the mountain
biking experience.

The creation and curation of these experiences, also allows
Dolomiti Paganella's DMO to have a range of content they
can use to promote the destination across all channels.

Destination Management and
Creating Workshops
�
Every year Dolomiti Paganella's DMO  organises two to
three workshops with lift companies, bike chalets and bike
hotels.

In this workshops everyone works togther to visualise the
short and long-term goals for the destination in the next
2-3 years.
This allows stakeholders to know where the destination
management is headed.

The involvement of the key destination players is
fundamental both in the creation of a strategy for the
destination and  in the coordination of great product and
experience development, which is later promoted by the
DMO.

The results Dolomiti Paganella had since the start of
this new approach are very successful.

This is encouraging Dolomiti Paganella to build and
develop more products and experiences, and to
continue their product development approach

In 2017, around 12,000 Bike Passes were sold, with an
estimated total of 25,000 in 2018. Considering there
are people who don’t buy the Bike Passes but still use
the trails without lift systems, the visitor numbers are
even higher.

The bike product allowed the Dolomiti Paganella to
extended their bike season from April to November.

These results therefore made it possible for Dolomiti
Paganella to become the destination with the longest
bike season in the market, and this changed the
image of the destination.

The Results

Specialising in the bike product for Dolomiti Paganella
was risky but proved to be successful.
Envisaging Dolomiti Paganellla as a bike destination
meant the DMO was able to share their vision and
establish a good relationship with local stakeholders.
Having a common vision for the destination made it
possible to create common efforts around the
development of products.

Performance evaluation is necessary to guide and
adjust the development of a destination.
With an only-marketing approach a DMO is not always
able to assess the reach and impact of their
campaigns, however focusing on a different aspect
such as product development can lead to improved
performance evaluation because results are more
easily quantifiable.

Dolomiti Paganella's Strategy Takeaways

Originally.....

Now.....

Dolomiti Paganella's Bike Pass.

Building a reputation

Investing Wisely

500% Increase

Bike sector has become a characterisitic element of Dolomiti
Paganella.

Investments include: An adventure park, hiking paths, a
didatic path, and 3 new biking trails on Mount Paganella

Results in 2018 saw a 500% increase since the beginning.

��25,000 Bike Passes

Extension of the Bike Season

Broadening of the Visitor Market
The Bike Product has also resulted in broadening the
visitor market with more people coming from
Germany, Austria and Switzerland who tend to visit
during the beginning and the end of the season for
their holidays.

Yearly Workshop

Visualising Goals

Why Involve Stakeholders?

1. Focus on Specific Products

2. Product First Approach

3. Perfomance Evaluation

This improved productivity and collaboration, as well as
allowing them to have highly specialised people to
guide and work with each cluster. Dolomiti Paganella
as a destination evolved and improved through the
creation of products and experiences. In order to shift
to a product first development approach Dolomiti
Paganella's DMO had to strategically restructure some
departments.


